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Deism refers to a god-like deity which may be responsible for the creation of the 

universe. This postulated agent may also be involved with the operation and 

organization of the universe. 

In this respect, the postulated deistic agency differs from the Demiurge of Plato which is 

only an organizer but not an agency of creation. According to Hellenistic thinking there 

is no need or room for a creating agent at all since the universe is deemed to have 

always been in existence. It is deemed to be eternal in the sense of having never not 

existed. This view entails the secular view of eternity as if endless time. 

Deism is more a philosophical belief position than a theological belief, for the agent to 

which it refers is supposedly an impersonal agent. 

Deism stresses the order and structure of the universe in an explanatory mode. In this 

respect deism purports to offer a raison d'etre for why the universe is the way it is.  

This often raises the serious problem as if deism were able to offer an alternative 

explanation for the universe in contrast with an acceptable scientific explanation. False 

choices abound as a result of this intrusive role of quasi-religious deism. Not to be 

outdone by deism, some proponents of what is often dubbed theistic science entertain 

yet another explanatory alternative whereby THEOS, construed as the God of 

traditional theology, is identified and presented as the creator, sustainer and organizer 

of the universe. While this may well be so, despite God's disclaimer to Job that humans 

could never comprehend what this might actually mean, presenting either deism or 

theism as if either could be an explanatory alternative to scientific explanation runs the 

risk of distorting the theological dimension of theism and exposes the banality of deism. 

 

Now deism in particular (the same might apply to theism) is often contrasted with 

atheism in a similar vein as was characteristic of Newton's philosophy. While Newton 

might have attempted to smuggle his gravity-god into his scientific system in order to 

justify belief in some THEOS, the result was fraught with trouble from the start. First, this 



purported THEOS was effectively eviscerated vis a vis any personal God-characteristics 

familiar to traditional theology. Second, the largely pro forma belief affirmation 

concerning such an empty THEOS was weakened by the irrelevance of any proper faith 

in the face of overriding scientific confirmation. 

This situation culminated in the fulfillment of the slippery slope to atheism as had been 

predicted by Pascal. 

[We might use Sire's book here as well.]  
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